In this work, we examine port crane scheduling with spatial and separation constraints. Although common to most port operations, these constraints have not been previously studied. We assume that cranes cannot cross, there is a minimum distance between cranes and jobs cannot be done simultaneously. The objective is to find a crane-to-job matching which maximizes throughput under these constraints. We provide dynamic programming algorithms, a probabilistic tabu search and a squeaky wheel 1 optimization heuristic for solution. Experiments show the heuristics perform well compared with optimal solutions obtained by CPLEX for small scale instances where a squeaky wheel optimization with local search approach gives good results within short times.
current state of operations to regroup and reassign job parcels. Because of this, time is accommodated by constant adjustments of job parcels and assignments based on the current state of all operations. Hence, once jobs and resources are assigned for the time period no update is necessary.
Figure 1: Crane to Job Topology
Jobs come in different sizes, and cranes have different handling capacities. Since we make the assumption that any crane assigned to a job completes it, the throughput or profit, for a given crane-to-job assignment, is a fixed value independent of other crane-to-job assignments.
The problem is naturally represented by a bipartite graph matching problem when we take cranes and jobs to be the vertices and define the weights of connecting edges to be crane-to-job throughput. This representation is shown in Figure 2 .
This matching problem is interesting because, in practice, a number of spatial constraints arise for cranes and jobs. We first introduce qualitative notions of three particularly common
In the following sections, we first consider these constraints separately and then simultaneously. In section 3, an O(mn) dynamic programming (DP) algorithm is given to solve the problem with only the Non-crossing constraint where m is the number of cranes and n is the number of jobs. In section 4, we use an O(m 2 n) dynamic programming algorithm to achieve an optimal solution for the problem with both the Non-crossing and Neighborhood constraints. In section 5, assuming all three spatial constraints, we show the problem to be NP-complete and give two heuristic approaches to solve the problem -a probabilistic tabu search and a squeaky wheel optimization with local search method. In section 6, we provide experimental results and compare the different approaches.
3 Scheduling with the Non-Crossing Constraint
The Problem
Throughout this work, C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m } is a set of cranes and J = {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n } a set of jobs. The order of subscripts assigned to the cranes and jobs represents their spatial (assumed linear) distribution, i.e., the neighbor of j 1 is j 2 , the neighbors of j 2 are j 1 and j 3 , . . . , and the neighbor of j n is j n−1 , The same holds for the cranes.
An m × n adjacency matrix, W , is used to represent the relationships between jobs and cranes. For each W x,y ∈ W , the value W x,y represents the throughput when job j y is assigned to crane c x where W x,y = 0 if job j y cannot be assigned to crane c x . The W x,y values arise from the different job sizes and crane capacities.
We seek a solution set, R = {(p, q)|1 ≤ p ≤ m, 1 ≤ q ≤ n, W p,q > 0}, such that the following constraint is satisfied: For all (p 1 , q 1 ), (p 2 , q 2 ) ∈ R, p 1 < p 2 if and only if q 1 < q 2 . Viewing p's and q's, as subscripts in C and J respectively, we see that any crane-job assignment in R satisfies the Non-crossing Constraint.
The objective is then to find a set R which maximizes (p,q)∈R W p,q subject to the constraints that each job is assigned to at most one crane and each crane is assigned to at most one job.
Algorithm Description
We now provide a dynamic programming (DP) approach [3] and describe how to characterize an optimal solution. DP procedures for computing values of solutions in a bottom-up way and for constructing solutions from computed information are omitted since they follow directly and are required only in implementation.
The Structure and Value of an Optimal Solution
We consider the cranes one by one. For each crane c x , we assign every job j y (1 ≤ y ≤ n) to it and compute the total throughput to derive a partial optimal solution P x,y which denotes the optimal value up to the step we assign job j y to crane c x . Here, it is not necessary that job j y is actually assigned to crane c x , i.e., (x, y) ∈ R x,y may not hold, where R x,y is the partial solution set corresponding to the partial optimal solution P x,y .
The following computes the partial optimal solution, P x,y , recursively, for the different cases:
1. If x = 1 and y = 1, P 1,1 := W 1,1 2. If x = 1 and y > 1, P 1,y := max{W 1,y , P 1,y−1 , } 3. If x > 1 and y = 1,
(1) is the basic case: If we only consider the first crane and the first job, we will assign this job to the crane if the job can be done by the crane. (2) and (3) are both special cases, i.e., when there is only one node in each part of the bipartite graph. As these are symmetrical, we need consider only (2) . For crane c 1 and job j y , we have two choices: either, assign j y to c 1 , or, assign a job from {j 1 , . . . , j y−1 } to c 1 . This is because at most one job can be assigned to this first crane. The throughput for the first choice is W 1,y while the throughput for the second choice is P 1,y−1 , which represents the maximum throughput if we assign a job among j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j y−1 to crane c 1 . To achieve the cumulative optimal, we choose the larger of these.
(4) is the general case in the DP algorithm. Figure 3 illustrates the situation. For c x and job j y (x > 1, y > 1), we have three choices:
• Leave job j y unassigned ((A) in Figure 3 ). We are reduced to assigning cranes c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c x to jobs j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j y−1 . By induction, the optimal value is then P x,y−1 ;
• Leave crane c x unassigned ((B) in Figure 3 ). We are reduced to assigning cranes c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c x−1 to jobs j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j y . By induction, the optimal value is then P x−1,y ;
• Assign crane c x to job j y (or, leave both unassigned if they are not assignable to each other), ((C) in Figure 3 , where the bold line indicates actual assignment). In this case, the total throughput is the throughput from this assignment plus the throughput from assigning cranes c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c x−1 to jobs j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j y−1 . Hence, the value is P x−1,y−1 + W x,y .
Taking the maximum of these throughput values, the optimal solution is then the final partial optimal solution P m,n obtained.
A Proof of Optimal Substructure
We provide an outline a proof that the problem defined in this section possesses optimal substructures necessary in using DP. An important property for P x,y is: P x,y ≥ P x ,y if
x ≥ x and y ≥ y (*), which is easily verified since P x,y ≥ P x,y−1 and P x,y ≥ P x−1,y . We can now verify the four cases given above by induction:
1. If x = 1 and y = 1, clearly P 1,y = W x,1 is the only solution and must be optimal 2. If x = 1 and y > 1, P 1,y = max{W 1,y , P 1,y−1 }. Assume there is an optimal solution P 1,y > P 1,y . Since x = 1, we know P x,y = W 1,k , where 1 ≤ k ≤ y (job j k is assigned to the first crane). If k = y, then P 1,y = W 1,y . Since we know P 1,y = max{W 1,y , P 1,y−1 } ≥ Figure 3 : Illustration of DP Induction W 1,y , P 1,y ≥ P 1,y and this contradicts the assumption P 1,y > P 1,y . If 1 ≤ k ≤ y − 1, we know that P 1,y = W 1,k = P 1,k . Since y − 1 ≥ k, P 1,y−1 ≥ P 1,k (by (*)), we have P 1,y−1 ≥ P 1,y . Since P 1,y = max{W 1,y , P 1,y−1 } ≥ P 1,y−1 , we have P 1,y ≥ P 1,y , which contradicts the assumption P 1,y > P 1,y . Hence P 1,y is the optimal solution 3. If x > 1 and y = 1, P x,y = max{P x−1,1 , W x,1 }. The proof is symmetric to (2) above 4. If x > 1 and y > 1, P x,y = max{P x,y−1 , P x−1,y , P x−1,y−1 + W x,y }. We assume there is an optimal solution P x,y > P x,y and the solution set corresponding to 
y , which contradicts the assumption P x,y > P x,y . Hence
y , we get P x,y ≥ P x,y , which contradicts our assumption P x,y > P x,y . Hence, P x,y is the optimal solution.
We can conclude that P x,y is the optimal solution for all (x, y),
The Time Complexity of the Algorithm
The computation for every partial solution P x,y is in constant time, so the time complexity for this algorithm is O(mn). 
Our objective is to find R that maximizes the total weight (p,q)∈R W p,q where each job is assigned to at most one crane and each crane is assigned to at most one job.
Algorithm Description
We follow the approach in section 3.2 here.
The Structure and Value of an Optimal Solution
We continue to consider the cranes one by one. For each crane c x , we attempt to assign every job j y (1 ≤ y ≤ n) to it and compute the total throughput up to this step to give a partial optimal solution P x,y .
Here, the partial optimal solution P x,y is cumulative and the edge inclusion (x, y) ∈ R x,y may not hold. However, different from the definition used in the previous section, crane x must be assigned some job j (1 ≤ j ≤ y) for P x,y , i.e., there must be an edge (x, j) ∈ R x,y , where (1 ≤ j ≤ y); if there is no job in the interval [1, y] that can be assigned to crane x, then P x,y = 0. Now, we define the value of the partial optimal solution P x,y for the different cases: 
(1) is the basic case and (2) and (3) are the special cases. (2) has been explained in the previous section. (3) is different. Since we require for P x,y that crane c x must be assigned job j y , we have no choice but to assign this job to the current crane when there is only job available. The induction step in (4) is somewhat complex. Figure 4 illustrates the induction.
When we consider crane c x and job j y , we either assign one of the jobs in j 1 , ..., j y−1 to crane c x ((A) in Figure 4 ) or just j y to c x ((B) in Figure 4 , where the bold lines indicate the actual assignments). In the first case, we keep job j y unassigned, so we are reduced to assigning cranes c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c x to jobs j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j y ; hence, we obtain P x,y−1 . In the second case, since we assigned job j y to crane c x , the Neighborhood constraint for c x must be considered. Also, we must consider the Neighborhood constraint for the cranes c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c x−1 which are assigned to jobs. The Non-crossing constraint simplifies the computation leaving us only to check the neighborhood constraint for the "largest label" crane assigned and is the reason the c value is needed in the formula.
Figure 4: Illustration of DP induction
The final optimal is the maximum value of all partial optimal solutions obtained, i.e., it
A Proof of Optimal Substructure
Similar to the earlier problem, we show that this problem has an optimal substructure. As before, we use the fact that P x,y ≥ P x,y if y ≥ y (**). This is easy to verify since a partial optimal solution is cumulative for each crane x. As before, we have the following cases:
1. If x = 1 and y = 1, clearly P 1,1 = W 1,1 is the optimal solution 2. If x = 1 and y > 1, only one crane is involved, so the Neighborhood constraint does not take the effect. The proof is then as given in the previous section 3. If x > 1 and y = 1, since crane c x has to be assigned a job, and there is only one job,
We assume there is an optimal solution P x,y > P x,y and the solution set corresponding
Here, we can take this set to be 
in Figure 4 ). Hence, P x,y ≤ P x,b k , since a k = x. From property (**), we know
. By the recursive definition, P x,y ≥ P x,y−1 . Hence, we get P x,y ≥ P x,y , which contradicts the assumption P x,y > P x,y . So P x,y is the optimal solution in this case Figure 4 ). We know b k−1 ≤ c since the cranes c x and c i are both assigned jobs and their Neighborhood constraints are in effect. From (**), we get
, and so
know P x,y ≥ P x,y , which contradicts the assumption P x,y > P x,y . Hence, P x,y must be the optimal solution in this case
We conclude that P x,y is the optimal solution for all (x, y),
The Time Complexity of the Algorithm
Since, for each partial solution P x,y , we take the maximum value of the partial solutions
5 Scheduling with the Job Separation Constraint
The Problem
We can now study the third and most general spatial constraint -the Job-separation
constraint. An n × n matrix D represents this constraint:
when job j p and j q cannot be done simultaneously. Otherwise, the elements of D are 0. Note
for which the following three conditions are satisfied:
The objective is to find a set R which maximizes total weight (p,q)∈R W p,q where each job is assigned to at most one crane and each crane is assigned to at most one job.
The problem can be formulated as an Integer Program (IP) described in Appendix A.
This IP model will be used in the CPLEX solver as described in section 6.
Proof of NP-completeness
To show that this problem is NP-complete, we use the Independent Set problem which is defined as follows: Given a graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k ≤ |V |, is there a
In order to prove that this problem is NP-hard, we transform an arbitrary instance of the Independent Set problem to the problem in polynomial time. Assuming there are n nodes in the graph G = (V, E) of the Independent Set problem, we construct the model with n cranes and n jobs where the only edges are (1, 1), (2, 2), . . . , (n, n), all with weight equal to 1. The Job-separation constraint matrix D is defined as follows:
The transformation is illustrated in Figure 5 and can be achieved in polynomial time. There must be k nodes that are not connected by any edges and therefore a set of nodes of size k.
We can verify solutions by checking crane-job assignments one by one for violation of the three constraints. Clearly, this can be done in polynomial time, so the problem is in the class NP. Since the problem has been shown to be NP-hard, it is NP-complete and, unless P = NP, there are no polynomial algorithms to solve it optimally. It would be useful therefore to develop heuristic solutions for the problem, which we do in the following sections.
A Probabilistic Tabu Search Approach
Tabu Search (TS) is a search procedure that iterates from one solution to another by moves in a neighborhood space with the help of an adaptive memory. Probabilistic Tabu Search (PTS) is a variant of TS, which places emphasis on randomization when compared with basic TS [7] . The basic approach is to create move evaluations that include references to the tabu status and other relevant biases from TS strategies using penalties, modifying underlying decision criterion and selecting the next move among those neighborhood moves with different probabilities which are based on different evaluation values [7] . In this section, we describe how it can be employed for the crane scheduling problem.
Neighborhood Structure
From an initial feasible solution obtained by a greedy method or a random crane-job assignment, the graph representation becomes almost edge "saturated", i.e. we can hardly add an edge without violating the Non-crossing, Neighborhood and Job-separation constraints. We can however delete an edge from the current solution and try to add other edges until it is "saturated" again. Deleting the edge which connects crane c and job j allows some cranes and jobs to become assignable. Obviously, these can only come from cranes and jobs which are neighbors to c and j, respectively, which do not violate the Non-crossing constraint w.r.t.
all current assignments (discounting the c to j assignment). Jobs selected must also satisfy the Neighborhood and Job-separation constraints. After deleting the edge connecting c to j, we consider each neighbor of c from these feasible neighbors together with c, one by one. For each crane, we assign a probability p 1 for it to be selected for a job. For each selected crane, we have two types of assignments: one is a greedy assignment which selects a compatible job with the largest weight; the other is a random assignment which randomly picks one job from all the compatible jobs. Which scheme is chosen depends on yet another probability, p 2 .
Tabu Search Memory
TS memory structures guide the search process. There are two kinds of memory structures. One is "short-term memory", which can prevent the search from being trapped in a local optimum and the other is "long-term memory", which provides diversification and intensification.
Short-term memory restricts the composition of new solutions generated. If an edge is deleted in a move, we forbid its addition in the next few moves; similarly, if an edge is added in a move, we forbid its deletion in the next few moves. Such a mechanism prevents the search from revisiting local optima in the short term and reduces the chance of cycling in the long term.
How long a restriction is in effect depends on a tabu tenure parameter, which identifies the number of iterations a particular restriction remains in force [7] . We implemented shortterm memory using a recency-based memory structure as follows. Let iter denote the current iteration number, tabu add(x, y) and tabu delete(x, y) denote future iteration values that forbid a reversal of the moves on adding edge (x, y) or deleting edge (x, y). Furthermore, let tabu add tenure and tabu delete tenure be the values of tabu tenure for these two moves.
When the TS restriction is imposed, we update the recency memory by:
tabu add(x, y) = iter + tabu add tenure tabu delete(x, y) = iter + tabu delete tenure
We assign positive penalties to edges in tabu status, which means they are forbidden by the recency memory.
A TS restriction is overridden by aspiration if the outcome of the move under consideration is sufficiently desirable. This can be achieved by deducting a large number from the total penalty.
For Long-term TS memory, we count the number of times that a specific edge is to be deleted by updating the frequency counter, f x,y := f x,y + 1 when an edge (x, y) is deleted in a current move. In evaluation, we give a positive penalty to all edges in the current solution according to this frequency memory. At the same time, we also count the number of times that a specific edge exists in the solution by updating the frequency counter, f x,y := f x,y + 1 when an edge (x, y) is in the current solution. In contrast to the transition measure, we will assign a negative penalty in the evaluation based on this residency measure. This will encourage moves that keep the edges which frequently remain in past moves and have a relatively higher potential to provide good solutions.
Move Evaluation
After finding all neighborhood candidate moves, we evaluate these moves so that they are ready for selection. The resulting evaluation value is in two parts: the total profit and the penalties. For our crane scheduling problem, the penalties comprise: (1) Short-term memory penalties which include tabu status penalties as well as aspiration satisfaction "penalties"
(2) Long-term memory penalties which include transition measure and residence measure penalties and (3) Penalties for other biases. The details for computing the value of a move can be found in Appendix B.
Probabilistic Move Selection
After evaluating all candidate moves, we select one move to proceed. The fundamental idea of move selection is to choose the best move, i.e., choose the move with the highest evaluation.
However, we found that this greedy selection strategy is strongly biased. We therefore made adjustments using probabilities. The strategy (see also [15] ) for a probabilistic move selection is given as follows:
1. Generate the candidate list and evaluate candidate moves which have described above It is easily shown that the probability of choosing one of the best k moves is 1
which is large even if p is not large. For example, if p is 0.25, the probability of choosing the best 5 moves is 0.763, the best 10 moves is 0.944. We can therefore choose relatively high evaluation moves while avoiding favoring those with highest evaluations always.
SWO with Local Search Approach
"Squeaky Wheel" Optimization (SWO) is a general approach to optimization and consists of a Construct-Analyze-Prioritize cycle at its core [2] [8] . As illustrated in Figure 6 , a solution is constructed by the Constructor using a greedy algorithm. The Analyzer will assign a numerical "blame" value to the problem elements that contribute to shortcomings in the current solution. The Prioritizer will modify sequences of problem elements and elements that received blame are moved to the front of the sequence. The higher the blame, the further the element is moved. The Constructor deals with problem elements according to the modified sequence in the next iteration. The cycle repeats until a termination condition is satisfied.
The SWO algorithm has been effective in job scheduling and graph coloring problems and outperforms TS and integer programming [8] in some applications. Although SWO strives to avoid getting trapped in local optima by changing the sequence in the Prioritizer, blame values can trap SWO in small cycles. In SWO, there are tasks that must be handled badly locally in order to achieve a good overall solution. However, the Analyzer always assigns high blames to these tasks to force the Constructor handle them first in the next iteration which can be a disadvantage. To overcome these weaknesses, we developed an enhanced SWO framework. In this framework, we first obtain a greedy solution from the Constructor, perform a local search on the solution, and then try to find a better solution in the local solution space. The SWO cycle is augmented as Figure 7 shows: • Because of the range of local search solutions, we can select neighbors based on different criteria so that the chance of getting trapped in a cycle is reduced greatly. We can also combine randomization techniques in local search.
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S o l u t i o n Enhanced Solution
• In many cases, local search can identify tasks that can be sacrificed to obtain a higher evaluation solutions. .
To illustrate the SWO with local search heuristic when applied to the crane scheduling problem, the following describes the four components of the heuristic, i.e., the Constructor, Local Search, the Analyzer and the Prioritizer.
The Constructor: The Constructor generates a solution using a greedy algorithm which assigns priorities to problem elements. We regard the cranes as the problem elements and try to assign a job to a crane one at a time in the order they occur in the priority sequence.
Instead of assigning a job to a crane greedily each time, we use an alternative strategy which involves more randomness. For each crane, we have a selection threshold probability p 1 and for each selected crane, we have two means of assignment, one is a greedy assignment which selects a compatible job with the largest weight; the other is random assignment which randomly picks one job from compatible jobs. Here "compatible job" means we assign the job to the crane satisfying all the constraints. Which scheme is chosen depends on another probability p 2 . The detailed algorithm can be found in Appendix C.
Local Search: In the local search component, we perform neighborhood search and enhance it by using meta-heuristic techniques [9, 14] . For neighborhood search, we continue to use the same scheme described in section 5.3.1. Here, after creating neighbors of the current greedy solution, we choose the one with the highest profit as the next solution and move to it. This will continue until a local optimum is reached or the number of steps stipulated is exceeded.
The Analyzer: The Analyzer assigns blame to each crane. How large the blame value is depends on how the current assignment affects the solution. In this problem, the blame value of a crane depends on how much the assignment contributes to the total profit, and also, how many jobs are "banned" by the assignment because of the spatial constraints. In the blame value calculation, both of the factors should be considered. The detailed calculation is described in Appendix D.
The Prioritizer: Once blame has been assigned, the Prioritizer modifies the previous sequence of cranes. Cranes with higher blame values will move forward in the priority sequence while ones with smaller blame values will remain at the back of the sequence.
Troublesome cranes will then be handled first by the Constructor in the next iteration.
Experimental Results
We implemented the four different algorithms -Hill Climbing with 100-restarts (HC), Prob- For test sizes, we provide results here to reflect actual situations at the port. As stated, a job parcel can include a number of jobs to be processed in a given time interval, and these jobs can come from a number of ships and involve a number of cranes. Typically, depending on the size of the ship, between 4 to 7 cranes are assigned to a ship. The number of jobs required by any one ship can vary depending on the size and configuration of each ship and on how jobs are defined. A ship with four holds and a number of deck areas could well have nine different jobs, for example. Since, typically, a job parcel will not exceed five ships, we tested the algorithms on data representing not more than thirty cranes and forty jobs in the first instance. These results were compared with those from ILOG CPLEX 7.1 IP solver applied to the IP model for the problem given in Appendix A.
We ran 110 instances in group 1 but could only obtain results for the smallest 20 instances from the solver. The remaining 90 larger instances caused CPLEX to be out of memory.
Detailed results using CPLEX and our heuristics for the 20 cases are listed in Table 1 .
All running times were measured in seconds and we found that both CPLEX and heuristic algorithms were fast. All algorithms achieved optimal solutions in most of the instances and SWO+L obtained optimal solution for all 20 cases.
We generated a second group 2 of 20 instances whose sizes were between 10 × 30 and 30 × 40. These instances were used to observe how running time increased with size as well as to compare the quality of solutions. Results are given in Table 2 . Here, "-" in the table indicates that CPLEX ran out of memory. The "gap" columns shows the difference between a heuristic solution and the optimal solution as a percentage of the latter.
CPLEX found 17 optimal solutions out of 20 instances. However, the running times for CPLEX increased significantly when the instances became larger, and it ran out of memory for the last three cases. Figure 8 plots the time increments for the first 10 instances (instances nos. 1-10). On the other hand, the four heuristic algorithms continued to obtain solutions in very short times although HC, PTS and SWO did not perform very well on larger cases. SWO+L, however, continued to perform well in time and quality of solutions. For group 2, it obtained 14 out of 17 optimal solutions and found good solutions for the last three cases for which CPLEX ran out of memory. These were achieved in very short times, all under five seconds.
As the constraints are tight in this problem, that is, for a given crane there were only a few jobs that were compatible, solutions neighborhood search can generate are restricted.
HC is easily trapped at local optima and the quality of results confirm this. Similarly, PTS is based on the neighborhood search and is easily trapped in regions of the search space which can explain its poor performance. On the other hand, the SWO and SWO+L use both the solution space and priority space where a small change in the priority space can cause large changes in the solution space. SWO+L is the best of the four algorithms. The difference in performance between SWO and SWO+L is significant, and is attributable entirely to the local search component which is able to generate a diverse range of solutions. This is significant when compared to the purely greedy solution created by the Constructor used in SWO. Further, since all elements are assigned equal blame, there is a higher chance that local optima can be avoided. SWO+L , however, has the longest run times among the heuristics In any computation study, it is desirable to scale data up to test the effectiveness of algorithms. In view of this, we ran a second set of tests where the number of cranes ranged up to one hundred and the jobs up to two thousand. Results for these were similar to those obtained for small cases where the SWO+L algorithm outperformed the other heuristics. 
Conclusion
In this work, we studied a new crane scheduling model which included commonly-found spatial constraints. For the Non-crossing and Neighborhood constraint problems, we proposed dynamic programming algorithms. For the more difficult Job Separation constraint problem, we showed it to be NP-complete and used PTS and SWO with Local Search. We proposed a new framework which improves the SWO technique by including a local search component. Experiments were conducted on industry-size test cases as well as large cases.
For the smaller test cases, the quality and speed of the heuristics was compared with results obtained from CPLEX. These showed that SWO with Local Search performed best and can
give good results for both small and large problems in very short running times which allows its use in practical situations.
In practice, more complex situations could occur and it would be interesting and useful to study crane scheduling with spatial and time considerations although this would be the subject of further research. (7) and (8) define the Neighborhood constraint: if job q is assigned to crane p and job q is assigned to crane p simultaneously, job q cannot be blocked by the assignment (p, q) (constraint (7)) and job q cannot be blocked by the assignment (p , q ) (constraint (8)). Finally, the Job-separation constraint is defined by constraint (9).
Appendix B: The Details of Move Evaluation in Probabilistic Tabu Search
This appendix discusses details for evaluating a move in the probabilistic tabu search, studied in the section 5.3.3. The three types of penalties are short-term memory penalties, long-term memory penalties, and penalties for other bias.
Short-term Memory Penalties. As mentioned, the delete and add tabu status can be converted to penalties by using the following values:
if (x, y) is deleted in the current move and where DP U denotes the scaling factor Delete Penalty Unit, and
if (x, y) is added in the current move and where AP U denotes the scaling factor Add Penalty Unit.
If a move is admissible by aspiration we deduct a large integer, called the Aspiration Threshold (AST ) from the penalty so as to encourage this move.
To sum up, the total Short-term Memory Penalty (SMP) can be given by:
Long-term Memory Penalties. We consider long-term memory using two measurestransition measure and residence measure. We evaluate the two measures in very similar ways but note that the effects are opposite -transition measure gives a positive penalty while residence measure gives a negative penalty. Let f x,y denotes the frequency that the edge (x, y) is deleted, and f x,y denotes the frequency that the edge (x, y) is added. If there is an edge (x, y) in the current evaluated solution, the transition and residence measure penalties can be calculated as follows.
where T P U denotes for Transition Penalty Unit and RP U denotes for Residence Penalty
Unit.
Hence the total Long-term Memory Penalty (LM P ) can be taken as
Note that the residence penalty is negative since the residence measure gives a negative penalty to encourage moves.
Penalties for Other Biases. In addition to the short-term and long-term memory, we consider other metrics which can measure moves. Considering the three spatial constraints at hand, firstly, because of the Non-crossing constraint, if job y is assigned to crane x, all the jobs that are greater than y cannot be carried out by cranes that are less than x, and vice versa. So we expect the crane and job to be as close as possible. The distance between the crane and job can taken as |x − y|. Taking the problem size into account, we can express a Non-Crossing Penalty (NCP) as follows.
N CP x,y = α * |x − y|/(m + n)
where m and n are number of cranes and jobs respectively, and α is a scaling factor.
Secondly, we consider the Neighborhood constraint. We prefer to choose the cranes that have smaller values of Neighborhood constraint, i.e., they will block out jobs. This penalty, the Neighborhood Penalty (N HP ), is given by:
where x is the crane we choose to assign jobs and S x is the Neighborhood constraint value, and β is a scaling factor.
Thirdly, similar to the above, we prefer to choose the jobs with smaller numbers of conflicting jobs, i.e., choose those jobs that will block fewer other jobs. This penalty, the Job-Separation Penalty (JSP), is given by:
where y is the crane we choose to assign jobs and CJLength y is number of jobs that conflict with job y, and γ is a scaling factor.
To sum up, the total penalty for the spatial constraints biases can be given by BSP = Finally, the total penalty for a given move evaluation is the sum of the Short-term Memory Penalty, the Long-term Memory Penalty and the penalty for biases, which is given by:
total penalty = SM P + LM P + BSP Hence, in our evaluation, the final value is the total profit less the total penalty. Because of different instance sizes, we normalize the penalty by dividing the total penalty by a suitable multiple of the number of edges e. The formula to evaluate a given move is move value = total prof it − total penalty/(K * e)
where K is a scaling factor.
Appendix C: The Greedy Algorithm in the SWO Constructor
The procedure of constructing a greedy solution in the SWO constructor is described by Algorithm 1. 
Component of SWO
The Neighborhood and Job-separation constraints are crane specific, i.e., for a certain crane, if it is assigned a job, the same number of jobs will be affected, regardless of which job it is assigned. Hence, we can omit this factor when we assign blame to the crane.
However, how much the Non-crossing constraint affects our overall solution depends on the "distance" between the crane and the job. If job y is assigned to crane x, all jobs that are greater than y cannot be done by the cranes that are less than x, and vice versa. So we expect the cranes and jobs are as "close" as possible. The "distance" between the crane and job can be taken as |x − y|. Generally, for a given crane x, if job y is assigned to it, then a unit throughput weight is defined as U W x,y = W x,y /(|x − y| + 1). (We use |x − y| + 1 to avoid dividing by zero.) Furthermore, we let M U W x = max{U W x,y }, 1 ≤ y ≤ n, be the maximum unit weight for crane x among all assignments. After obtaining a solution from the Constructor enhanced by local search, the blame of a crane x can be calculated as follows.
• If no job is assigned to crane x, the blame B x = M U W x ;
• If job y is assigned to crane x, the blame B x = M U W x − U W x,y ;
This blame calculation scheme addresses both profit and constraint aspects of the problem. It is useful as it identifies which assignments to cranes are troublesome.
